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ABSTRACT

We show that the set of Wigner functions associated with the excited

states of the harmonic oscillator constitute a complete set of functions

over the phase space. An arbitrary probability distribution can be expanded

in terms of these Wigner functions. By studying the time evolution, according

to Stochastic Electrodynamics, of the expansion coefficients, we are able

to separate explicitly the contributions of the radiative reaction and the

vacuum field to the Einstein A coefficients for this system. We also supply

a simple semiclassical explanation of the Weiss., of-Heitler phenomenon in

resonance fluorescence.



I) Introduction

(1 2)
Stochastic Electrodynamics ' (SED) is a revival of Panck's second

theory. Since it treats the electromagnetic field as a c-number, it may be
(3 4)

considered as the oldest semiclassical radiation theory. Reviews ' of

such theories have generally concentrated on the version of Jaynes, in which

there is no vacuum field. The conclusion has been reached that semiclassical

theories are inadequate, because of their inability to explain various

phenomena, including the coincidence counting of the "photons" in an atomic

cascade , the "anticorrelation" in two channels of • beam splitter ,

and the "antibunching" observed in resonance fluorescence . Recently it

has been demonstrated, however, that an optical theory based on SED is capable
(8)

of explaining all of these phenomena , and hence this conclusion is incorrect.

Although the modern revival of SED preceded Jaynes' theory, it has

received little attention in the literature. This is probably because, in

its original conception, it was overambitious. It treated the electron as

a classical point particle, and set out to explain the whole of nonrelativistic

Quantum Mechanics (Q.M.) through the interaction of such a particle with

the zeropoint electromagnetic field. The programme was remarkably successful

for just one quantum system -the harmonic oscillator- but thirty years study

of non linear systems has given only one useful result -a correct estimate
(9)

of the size of the hydrogen atom . We have to recognize that, in the absence

of new "classical" ideas, which could include, for example, a stochastic

version of the electron-positron field, a more modest version of SED should

be used. This would continue to insist on the reality of the zeropoint electro-

magnetic field, and hence on its representation as a :-numb«r. However, it

would describe the motion of electron* inside atoms through the nonrelativistic

Schrbdinger equation. This more modest version of SED would be only semiclassical

and not classical.

At this point we may note that a certain convergence has occurred between

Quantum Electrodynamics in the optical region and SED. Thirty years ago there

was little recognition in Quantum Electrodynamics that the zeropoint field

was anything other than a source of "virtual photons". Now, with the emergence

of quantum optics, especially the study of the atomic equations of motion



(3)
in their Heisenberg form , the vacuum field has a much more "real" status.

The idea that the ground state of an atom represents some kind of balance

between radiative reaction and vacuum field effects certainly originated

in SED, but it is now being proposed as a respectable quantum-mechanical

description. Parallel with this is the idea that "spontaneous"emission, which

Einstein, its discoverer, always considered so unsatisfactory, is actually

stimulated by the zeropoint field. We shall show, in this article, that,

by returning to the harmonic oscillator we can make «ore precise the

contributions respectivelly of the radiative reaction and vacuum field to

Einstein's A coefficients. This may also cast some light on the general problem

of how frictional forces may be included in the quantum formalism.

Our treatment will also show more clearly the status of "negative

probability" in Physics. We shall arpje that non positive definite distributions

can enter into the description of physical systems only as a calculating

device. They cannot be properly interpreted as distributions of probability

and only those linear combinations which have the property of positive

definiteness may be said to describe real physical states. This has a radical

consequence which has been recognized in SED long ago : no excited state

of the harmonic oscillator is a real physical state, and hence a statement

that a given atom "is" in a given excited state may not be correct.

One argument in favour of "negative probabilities" involves the

classical diffusion of a particle between two reflecting walls-, the

eigenfunctions of the diffusion operator are not positive definite. Since

nobody questions that, in this classical process, the particle is always

in some definite place, we infer that these eigenfunctions cannot, on their

own, represent physical states of the diffusing particle. We shall show that

the Vigner functions of the excited states of the harmonic oscillator play

a similar role with respect to the Fokker-Planck operator, which gives the

time evolution of an arbitrary distribution in phase space. None of these

functions, except that representing the ground state, are, however, positive

definite. We infer that only certain linear combinations of these excited-state

distributions, that is certain mixtures of the firs; kind, represent real

physical states.



II) Completeness of the excited states in phase space.

A hamiltonian H, for instance a one dimensional hermitian, operator,

may, in certain cases, possess a complete set of excited states (btx) such

that

(2-1)

where E»v are the corresponding energy levels (VI —0,1,2. ••• ) and the

eigenfunctions $li*^ satisfys the completeness relation

The time evolution, in Quantum Mechanics, of the haniltonian system specified

oy H is then given by:

where

(2.4)

-00

Consider now the Wigner function W(x,p,t) associated with

00

-00

The time evolution of W(x,p,t) is

(2.6)

^ A )

are constant and

C©



Real physical systems do not evolve in time according to (2.6); all

states, except the ground state ( YV—O '• undergo decays by spontaneous emission

of radiation. We propose to study such processes also through the evolution

of W(x,p,t), substituting for (2.6) the more general relation:

(...) ̂ &c,ft4o= £ t
lhe explicit expressions for \j »ví£ w i l 1 b e obtained below, for the

case of free and forced harmonic oscillator, within the realm of SED.

In order to be sure that such an expansion is possible, we need a

completeness property for the set ^ VJ^A «V J * T h i S i s 8 u a r a n t e e d through

the following theorem.

Theorem l:The set of functions VJ.JL» ly J is complete and orthogonal

over the space (x,p).

Proof: According to the definition (2.5) we can write

CD «O •*

CO

where we have used (2.2) and the Fourier integral representation of the

Dirac delta function.

This establishes the property of completeness. The property of

orthogonality is obtained in a similar manner and we give only the result

•2.10)

-CO -00



In the following two sections we shall consider the special case of

the harmonic oscillator, for which the haniltonian is

C2.ll,

where X*\— is the mass of the particle and U ) Q the frequency. Then the excited

state wave functions can be expressed as

0KÍVJ-V^<«V>X1'\

where Hyi a r e Her mite polynomials.

In this case each function of the complete set of Wigner functions

, defined in (2.7), can be calculated explicitly giving'12'

i
Here L. 1\- a r e associated Laguerre polynomials. In the case

we get a symilar result, that is, we must interchange**V with IV

everywhere and also replace i by -i.

We Bhall see that for studying transitions induced by thermal radiation,

the diagonal subset of V****i«t > Í B sufficient. The functions of this

subset, which may be termed "Wigner functions of the excited states", are

given by



is a Laguerre polynomial.

In this case it is possible to prove another completeness result.

Theoreme 2: The set of functions VJfA^) is complete and orthogonal

in the sense:

f

and

TUO

These results fallow directly from the standard orthogonality and completeness

properties of the Laguerre polynomials.



Ill) The Einstein A and B coefficients en 5ED

There has been a great deal of controversy about the respective roles

of the vacuum field and radiative reaction in the spontaneous emission of

radiation. Milonni has shown, by making a suitable ordering of the operators

in the second-quantized formalism, that the contribution of either of these

fields may be reduced formally to zero. Such a treatment suggests that there

is no real difference between the vacuum and radiative reaction fields.

In SED the electromagnetic field, instead of being an operator, is

a c-number. A product of fields is independent of its ordering, and "field

commutators" are just a coded way of specifying the various autocorrelations

of the zeropoint field. We can therefore make an unambiguous distinction

between the vacuum fields and the radiation reaction.

The motion of a harmonic oscillator in SED is given by a Langevin-type

equation

„ ,. wv C - . *!» «*>«* - * o " X + t E-ft) ; 0 s r- •
(3.1) rr^af- - - *» O ** w ^ T jp. / •**«./•> '

where the term — t o WQ*Jl in the equation of motion has its origin in the

radiation reaction force Z Ç r X / K ? • The random force C.Ej.'t) is generated

by the x component of the fluctuating electromagnetic field, that is,

is a gaussian stochastic process with a spectral density given by:

,00

-00

Such a system differs from a Brownian harmonic oscillator in only one

respect; the noise CĴ fc.) is not whi*e, so that I o is not a constant function

of uJ .If we choose for JJtt)) t n e »P«ctral density of the zeropoint field

(3.3)
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then, because of the linearity of (3.1), /.CM is also a gaussian process.

In particular the stationary phase-space distribution is the ground state

distribution given by equation (2.14)

In order to understand the role of excited states in SED, we now consider

the time-dependent case. It is convenient to treat "spontaneous" emissions

along with those stimulated by incident -radiation. This means considering

a general spectral density 1\p}\ instead of just the zeropoint field J

However, because the zeropoint field is not directly observable we write

where -L^vlO) i s t h e 0D8ervat>le part of the incident spectrum. The phase-

space distribution W(x,p,t) satisfies the Fokker-Planck equation*10':

where 1 and f\ are constants of the deterministic motion, given by

and

,3.7,

is the diffusion coefficient. Because ? J,r\ -s C it is easy to show thatJ,r\ -s C it is



the stationary solution of (3.6) is *̂ * = VjfW — -^k in the particular

case in which -^ _ -JJ = (.TTelj13»lt>>»)

A further transformation is convenient

(3.8, i

where "i, is the same as before (see 2.14). Then (3.6) becomes

We observe that a system which, at t=0, is in equilibrium with the

zeropoint spectrum ( V 4 s O Q C Z ) )» a n d which, for ty 0, interacts with any

field of thermal (that is incoherent) radiation, is always homogeneous with

respect to the variable [Ü . We may therefore, for such a system, discard

the derivative with respect to CP in (3.9), and consider W as a function of

z and t only. Then using theorem 2 of the previous section, we can put

(3.10) Wftty - "^ C

where\JjLt) was defined before in (2.14) and

C3.X1I ^ ) t r ^

The time evolution of the coefficients ^Yfiw can be obtained by

substituting (3.10) into (3.9). Using the recurrence relation between the

Laguerre polynomials \JJ»i) we get:

(3i2i ff, c

**} \



\t

Since the functions vJt|5' are orthogonal we must have

»A.,VWith the above definition of »A.,Vl*l , Vn,W and *Vt,y\-\ we can interpret

these as "transition probabilities", per unit time, from the trathematical

(not physical) states VC to VI +1, W to VL and YV to Y\-\ respectively.

The explicit expressions for these "transition probabilities" are

Here, for instance in the expressions for rTVjV\rH and *"XV,A.-\ , we

can easily identify the role of radiation reaction due to the presence of

T , In a "downwards transition", like Vv\,.V\.-\ • w e have a positive

contribution of radiation reaction as is expected on physical grounds. However

in a "upwards transition", like «"rV X\A-\ • w e obtain a negative contribution

of radiation reaction.

To obtain the Einstein A and B coefficients we substitute (3.5) in

the expression for D given en (3.7). Then

(3.15)



where

" ' « ••«

These results are in full agreement with the formal calculations of

Quantum Electrodynamics. In particular, the coefficient ^«tViWVl o f

"spontaneous absorption" is zero and we now see that this is because of a

balance between the effects of radiation reaction and vacuum fields ( Q

as was seen before). Also the coefficient A ^ f U l o f "spontaneous emission"

has equal contributions coming from these two sources ( 0 a n d 2.*Do ) • The

equality between O^,—il aniBmi u> also follows from (3.16) and (3.17).

We note that these conclusions agree with those reached by Milonni
though his arguments had a more quantum-mechanical flavour. We also note

that one of these results, equation (3.17) for AvtVtrl ' *8 a r a* n e r o l d result

in SED(14).

We stress again, however, that the "states" given by the distributions"

are, in SED, nothing more than a convenient complete set of functions.

Their role with respect the Fokker-Planck equation (3.9), is very similar

to that of the functions

(3.18)

With respect to the diffusion problem

(3.19) *fr\\



None of the solutions (3.18) derived from (3.19) represents by itself a physical

solution, with the sols exception of the "ground state", VI =0. We could describe

the solution

(3.20)

as a decay of the "mixture' of states n=0 and n=l into the state n=0 as t

tends to infinity. But we would not, in this context, allow such language

to obscure the fact that such a mixture may be a physical state only for

those values of o{ , namely - ) ^ fl( < \ • for which V is positive definite.

The same considerations apply to the excited states of the harmonic oscillator,

and also, possibly, to the excited states of atoms. The state n=l is represented

by the Wigner function (see 2.14)

(3.21)

which is negative for ^ £ \ JiL . If we consider mixtures of this with the

ground state \f*0O

then such states corresponds to physical states only if 0 4.°( 4. \ •

The language we are warning against is, of course, strongly entrenched

in the literature. It is now becoming fashionable to describe resonance

fluorescence as the radiation emitted by an atom which is oscillating coherently

between two states. We shall show in the following section that such language

is no more justified than in the case we have just been studying.



IV) Resonance fluorescence in SEP

Resonance fluorescence occurs when an atom is driven by a coherent

electromagnetic field whose frequency is close to one of its transition

frequencies. It was predicted, long before sufficiently coherent sources

became available, that the radiation emitted should have the linewidth of

the driving field, rather than the natural linewidth of the transition ' .

Although the prediction was based in Quantum Electrodynamics, it has always

been considered somewhat paradoxical, though it is now well verified

experimentally.

In SED this Weisskopf-Heitler phenomenon receives a very natural

explanation. A driven harmonic oscillator has a Langevin-type equation

In the absence of the zeropoint field vjft) we have the deterministic solution

..... ^ftLtsssas
In the absence of F we have the zeropoint stationary solution ^ g which is

(12)
wellknown ' in SED. Then the steady-state solution of (4.1) is

(4.3, * =

Now the radiation emitted by this system at a given frequency is obtained

from the autocorrelation of x, that is

(4.4,

Because y^ano \ ^ are independent we have



\<o

The first term on the right hand side represents radiation at the single

frequency CO (which is the frequency of the deterministic motion )CĴ  ), while the

second term represents a line of width Q centred on the frequency d)o as

is we 11 known in SED ' . But we saw in the previous section that the ground

state of the oscillator, which is represented by the stochastic process

y ^ , is an equilibrium 3tate in which the radiation emitted at a given

frequency is equal, on average, to the radiation absorbed at that frequency.

Hence only the sharp line, at frequency (>} of the deterministic force, is

observed.

The phase-space distribution in the steady state, characterized by

(4.3), is easily obtained. Since )<j is independent of )Cj^ , the joint

distribution of )(j and fe=^o<fc> i s s*mPly the ground state, given by

(3.4):

Hence the distribution of

According to theorem 1 of the section II we may write this as

(4.8) With.» = X J LI

where

These expansion coefficients may be obtained most easily by using the expression

(2.7) for \*J«^'C f ) . together with the generating functions for the Hermite

polynomials. The result is

( 4 l o )



where

and »^Av-) is given by (4.2). In general Ç^ and Q both have a small periodic

part, but for the case of resonance they take the constant values

(4.12)

(19)
the quantum mechanical coherent state ;' it corresponds to the state (2.6)

For this resonance case, (4.8) with (4.10) is readily recognized as

luantum mechanics

with the coefficients

(4.13)

This is remarkable because such a state has no formal radiative corrections,

whereas the SED description corresponds to that of Quantum Electrodynamics

rather than to Q.H..Just as the ground state of Q.M. represents a balance

between radiative reaction and zero point field, so does the coherent state

represent a balance between these two fields and the driving field. Because

of the time variation in 9 and Q , such an identification is not so simple

for the general, off-resonance case, so (4.7), or equivalently (4.10) and -

(4.11), give an SED generalization *f the coherent state, by the inclusion of -

the radiative correction.



Ifl

V) Conclusion

By a study of the harmonic oscillator in SED, we have shown that, for

this system at least, the only role of the excited states is to provide us

with a suitable complete set of Wigner functions in terms of which an arbitrary

phase-space probability distribution may be expanded. Consideration of both

spontaneous emission and resonance fluorescence leads us to the conclusion

that these states have no independent physical existence.

There are, of course, many elementary facts of atomic physics which

can not be described by a harmonic oscillator model; for example the Ritz

combination principle for line spectra, which gave birth to the excited-state

concept, remains unexplained in the completely classical version of SED.

That is why we have argued, in the introductory section, for a new semiclassical

version of SED.

Nevertheless, we think our results show that it is necessary to treat

the excited states with some care. In quantum theory, and in SED, a harmonic

oscillator driven by a coherent field at resonance does not alternate between

its various excited states. The coefficients O^^Èjfh^-X^^c/^f of (2.3)

or Q M ^ I J ) given by (4.10) have tine independent modulus; it is their

varying phases which give rise to the emission of radiation at the frequency

of the driving field. To be sure, quantum theory asserts that a measurement

of the energy causes a collapse of Ml/ . leading to a discontinuous change

in Q. y\. . Furthermore, current descriptions of, for example, the "shelved-state"

experiment interpret as a "measurement" the intervention caused by a

second laser operating at a different resonant frequency. However in view

of many acknowledged difficulties of quantum theory of measurement, especially

the non local features associated with the collapse of the wave function,

we think it is premature to conclude that this is the only possible explanation

of such experiments. Anocher possible explanation may come from Stochastic

Optics (a branch of SED) which has already given a completely local description

for many phenomena which it was previously thought displayed "quantum

nonlocality". rfe therefore believe that further study of SED, especially

in its semielassical version, is justified.
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